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FRANCIS
When Francis Ondficek, the celebrated violinist, appear
ed before the Vienna public some years ago, a local critic
of distinction declared that the "little wizzard" had a few
equals on the violin but no superior. Coming from a
hostile source,— theViennsee critics and public have never
been friendly to Bohemian artists,—the compliment must
have been highly gratifying to Mr. Ondficek. Like most
artists, our virtuoso began to display his wonderful talent
in his earliest youth.
When hardly seven years'old, this
future "Bohemian Paganini" was already known all over
Prague for his fine playing.
Encouraged by his father
himself a musician, who held constantly before his mind
the two great Bohemian violinists, Laub and Slavik, as
models, the boy practiced on his instrument with passion-
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ate ardor.
In 1873 he entered into the Prague conserva
tory, but Director Bennewitz assigned him immediately to
the fourth class.
When later ou, to finish
his musical
education, Ondncek entered the Paris conservatory, its
director, it is related, told him, "we cannot teach you any
more than what you already know." Within the last few
years our virtuoso gave concerts in every principal city in
Europe, winning fresh laurels everywhere.
There was
some talk of his coming to the United States, and
although the news proved afterwards to be untrue, it is
certain that Ondficek will some day visit this "paradise of
artists", and like Paderewski, reap both dollars and glory
on his tour.
Ondficek is still a young man, having been
born in 1857, in Prague.
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"Motes.
Archduke Francis Ferdinand, nephew and successor of
emperor of Austria is in Chicago on his tour around the
world.
The archduke traveled in India as the guest of
Queen Victoria and was received in this quality by the
native princes.
His baggage, on starting, contained a
great collection of suitable presents for the great person
ages in India, China, Japan, etc.
From Yokohama to
San Francisco and throughout America, the prince trav
eled incognito—as a private gentleman. His companion
is Count Leo Wurmbrandt. The prince was expected in
Chicago much earlier and the Austrians had hoped that
he would be present at their day, August 18th, and add
some lustre to the occasion.
But unfortunately for the
Austrians and luckily for the prince, the imperial party
was detained on the Pacific sea. We say luckily for the
prince -for he surely would have been mortified and his
Austrian pride humiliated, had he seen the dispirited,
listless crowd that celebrated the birthday of his august
uncle on that day.
Moreover, he might have chanced to
see the Austrian commissioner to the fair, General Anton
von Palitschek, in the very moment when he was attack
ed and beaten with an umbrella, by Mrs. Schmidt.

The violent measures adopted by the Austrian govern
ment for the suppression of the nationalists, particularly
the Young Chekh movement in Bohemia, evoked a great
deal of editorial comment in the United States. And,
while it is true, that some American newspapers have
grasped the situation in our fatherland with surprising
exactness, that some have condemned the brutality and
rapacity of Austria in the most scathing manner, yet, the
large majority of our press, we are sorry to say, has
failed utterly to understand the great controversy.
Moreover, a few of the newspapers actually ridiculed the
pretensions of the Young Chekhs, speaking of the trouble
lightly, even sneeringly. We confess, that we are unable
to account for this apathy and even hostility toward our
affairs.
Can it be that our nationality prevents some
from doing us justice? But we have seen American news
papers taking the part of remote people, savages even.
Or, can it be that our newspaper writers cannot disting
uish between the news which is manufactured by the
government at Vienna and between the news coming
from Prague, the very seat of troubles? But our news
papers pride themselves on their fine discernment. How
is it then that these champions of liberty lend themselves
as tools to Austrian tyranny, that they sneer at people
who are contending for their just rights?
*

*

*

The vigilant Austrian police claim to have unearthed
a terrible anarchist plot, involving some of the foremost
labor agitators in Moravia, Bohemia and Austria.
The
police is of the opinion that the Young Chekh agitation
in Bohemia and the consequent suspension of the consti
tutional law in Prague and its suburbs, had much to do
with the existence of the plot. There is no direct evi
dence as yet, the good police says, to connect any of the
Chekh leaders with the conspiracy, but it is more than
probable that the anarchists were about to take advan
tage of the political turmoil in Bohemia to start a cam
paign of terror against the government. Dr. Adler, leader
of the Austrian socialists and head of the present agita
tion for universal suffrage, declares in his newspaper that
"the present anarchist activity is traceable to disaffected
Chekh workingmen, who have been brought under the in
fluence of Russian nihilism."
It is needless to say that
the Story of the alleged connection between the anarchist
plot and the Young Chekh party is a malicious falsehood.
He who knows anything about Bohemian affairs, will also
know that all the Chekh newspapers and principally the chief
organs of the party, are intensely nationalist in their
tendency, and, as such they must and do condemn in the
most unmeasured terms the anarchist movement among
the people because it ignores nationality.
We see in
these stories the fine Italian hand of the government.
Universal suffrage and the Young Chekh movement will
be chief subjects of discussion in the coming session of
the parliament and it is obviously in the interest of Count
Taaffe's ministry to prejudice the public mind against
both by false and stupid stories.
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TURMOILS IN BOHEMIA.

Almost simultaneously with the defeat of Glad
stone's home rule bill in the House of Lords, news
of the most threatening character comes from Bo
hemia. Owing to home rule agitation by the Young
Chekhs and repeated demonstrations against the
government—such as tearing down of imperial
eagles in various cities of Bohemia, hissing down
the imperial anthem on the anniversary of the em
peror, singing of the marseillese and rioting in the
streets of Prague, on September 12, the day of the
issuance of the irrevocable imperial rescript, where
in Francis Joseph had promised to crown himself as
king of Bohemia,—the ministry, it is said, had sus
pended articles of the constitution bearing on citi
zen's rights and suspending trial by jury for one
year in the city of Prague and the surrounding dis
tricts of Vinohrady, Karlin and Smlchov. The
clauses suspended include the freedom of the press
and the right of holding public meetings. Prague
has been placed in a state of siege. Emperor
Francis Joseph, according to these dispatches, had
sanctioned the decree of the ministry.
As a result of these repressive measures, the
whole country has been thrown in a dangerous state
of excitement.
In Prague, which is the center of
the agitations, revolutionary cries and speeches,
songs and literature are to be heard or found on
every side; the streets are being patrolled b}1" squ ads
of police and detachments of cavalry. The military
are confined to the barracks and the public build
ings are strongly guarded. Opposition newspapers
are being confiscated daily and some of them have
been suppressed altogether.
Official sheets also
hint that some of the leaders of this anti-dynastic
movement will be arrested and tried for treason.
Any one who has watched the course of th e Young
Chekhs within the last year; who has read the bold
speeches delivered in various parts of Bohemia and
Moravia to the Young Chekh constituents—speeches
breathing the fiercest defiance—will not be surprised
at these demonstrations. They were anticipated.
In starting them the Young Chekhs calculated like
this: the Old Chekhs (a party now almost extinct)
were tame and submissive, readily yielding to
Taaffe's blandishments and their policy was an ut
ter failure. The Magyars on the contrary, were
always truculent and unyielding and they finally
carried their point. Hence, let us also combat the
government and like the Magyars we shall win.
American newspapers which have commented on
these disturbances do not grasp the true situation in
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Bohemia.
We have seen a western newspaper of
great respectability expressing the opinion that the
Young Chekhs are a set of political banterers with
out following, who should be dealt with summarily
by the government. Again, some newspapers seem
to think that things are coming to a crisis in Bo
hemia and that revolution is imminent there. Both
of these opinions are wrong. The Young Chekhs
are the dominant party in Bohemia to-day and the
best blood of the nation is at their beck and call.
They are, however, the victims of t he vile electoral
system of Austria, and, as a result, with all their
strength, ability and intelligence they are rendered
powerless. The notion is equally absurd that Bohem
ians are on the point of revolution. It must be mani
fest to every sober-minded man that revolution at this
time, when Bohemia is girded with millions of
bayonets and cannon, would be a madness—a leap in
the dark. Instead of ameliorating the condition of
the people, revolution would only tighten their
chains. . What course the Young Chekhs must pur
sue in order to regain our lost independence is either
to unite—join hands with the clericals and the his
toric nobility—and united and seconded by the other
Slavs in the parliament, there is no party strong
enough to resist their just demands; or, they must
remove the present electoral law and give one man
one vote and nothing more.
The troubles in Bohemia are deep-seated. They
date from our downfall in the seventeenth century.
Since that time Bohemia has been cloven to death
by Hapsburgs.
Foiled in their crime to extermi
nate us as a race, the Hapsburgs have missed no op
portunity since 1621 to strip us one by one of our
constitutional liberties.
Hatred bears hatred and
consequently every Bohemian peasant regards to
day the Hapsburgs as the arch-enemies of his coun
try. How the present emperor loves his Bohemian
subjects the following incidents will show. During
certain riots which occured early in the sixties,
Count Harrach went down to Vienna to assure the
emperor that Bohemian nationalists had nothing to
do with the riots and that they were organized by
strikers who worked for starvation wages. Before
he could finish his explanation, the emperor said to
him angrily, "I want to hear nothing of these Bo
hemian hoodlums."
On another occasion, when
Count Clam-Martinic was pleading the cause of Bo
hemians at a private audience, the emperor turned
his back toward him and looked indifferently out of
a window.
Francis Joseph is the bane of the Bohemian peo
ple, he is the cause of all their recent misfortunes,
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and, as long as he lives or reigns they cannot hope
to recover their rights.
Francis Joseph has deprived the people of the
liberties which were granted them by his nncle,
Ferdinand.
He has given constitutions to abrogate them.
He has made pledges to his people in the hour of
need, and when his people helped him he disregarded
them.
He has increased the army of office-holders and or
ganized the gendarmes to spy and harass the people.
He has meddled with European affairs without
cause, arresting the progress of his subjects at every
step.
He has increased the public debt enormously by
useless wars.
He has always chosen for counselors the most
inveterate enemies of the Bohemian commonwealth,
like Bach, Schmerling, Meczery, etc.
Oppressor of all nations, he especially persecuted
the Bohemian people.
One of our greatest publicists, Charles Havlicek,
was hounded to death by him, scores of patriots,
whose only crime consisted in loving their ungrate
ful country too well, were imprisoned, and those re
maining at liberty were placed under police espionage.
To pass for a Bohemian amounted to treason at one
time. To publish Bohemian books was prohibited.
During the reign of Francis Joseph our children
were being Germanized, our youth were taught to
despise their ancestors.
"Pay and be silent!" that is the motto of the
reigning
O
O monarch.
For many decades the internal affairs of Austria
have been in a terrible state of anarchy. One na
tionality is arrayed against the other in a deadly
combat—the Magyars harrassing the Slovaks, Croats
and Koumenians, the Germans fighting the Bohem
ians—and to what purpose?
An impartial judge of Austrian affairs would have
to confess unhesitatingly that Francis Joseph, in the
first place is to blame for this chaos and anarchy.
If he were a man of judgment and of fo rce, instead
of being the weakling he is, he would have seen by
this time that federation is the only salvation of
Austria; that the country is doomed to be a prey to
strife and contentions unless the just claims of all
the nationalities inhabiting his monarchy, are satis
fied; that peace and happiness of subjects cannot be
won at the point of ba yonets,—by muzzling the pub
lic press and speech, suspending trial by jury and
placing the people under martial law—no, it can
only be secured through wise and beneficent ruling.

The state of siege in Prague and the suspension
of constitutional liberties, brought about by the
aggressive policy of the Young Chekhs will undoubt
edly entail many hardships on the people.
But
every cloud has its silver lining and it is not too
much to hope that future may yet have happier days
in store for Bohemia. Ministries and governments
are but human creations and when they have ceased
to serve the purpose for which they were designed,
man has right to alter or destroy them.
AustroHungarian dualism is one of those institutions which
have out-lived their usefulness, it is a crime, an ine
radicable stain on the escutcheon of the descendants of
the Hapsburg free-booter. One of these days it
will crash down with the other Austrian crimes and
follies and upon its ruins will be erected new,—
federalistic Austria, where all people will be happy
because they will be equal.
Not before this is done will there be peace or hap
piness in the Austrian dominions. Bayonets may
cow down the Young Chekhs in 1893 but "some
other Chekhs" will take their place years hence and
with a louder voice will demand the same inalien
able rights, the same liberties which were demanded
by their predecessors.
WHO ARE THE HUNGARIANS ?

In the coal regions of Pennsylvania and in the states of
New York, Ohio, New Jersey, Illinois and Minnesota
there is a large foreign population known to the great
American public as "Hungarians" or "Huns."
The
original home of the majority of these people is Northern
Hungary in the districts situated at the base of the Car
pathian mountains.
The territory they inhabit in Hun
gary comprises 15 counties, four of which are exclusively
settled by them, in nine of them they are in a majority
and in two the Magyars predominate.
Besides this con
tiguous territory which is known in their vernacular as
Slorensko (the "land of the Slovaks''), they are found al
most in every county in Hungary.
Though they had
lived for hundreds of years under Hungarian dominion
they have never been assimilated by Magyars, the ruling
race, from whom they differ in language, origin and
customs.
The true name of these alleged "Hungarians" is Slovaks
and they are a branch of the great Slavonic family. The
language they speak comes nearest to Bohemian, and, in
deed, up to the first half of the present century Slovaks
used Bohemian as their literary language.
According to native writers, the word "Slovak'' is a
modern form of Slovan (i. e. Slavonian.) "That this ex
planation is correct," remarks a Slovakian writer and
patriot, "is confirmed by the fact, that every intelligent
Slovak is invariably an ardent Slavonian." "This," con
tinues the same author, "is owing, in a great measure to
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recollections of the past.
Slovaks of all the Slavs were
the first
to embrace Christianity from the hands of the
Slavic apostles, Cyril and Methodius. In the midst of the
Slovakian people, upon the soil of their ancestors, these
same apostles have laid the foundation to Slavic liter
ature by translating the Gospel.
Slovaks formed a nu
cleus of the first Slavic empire during the reign of Prince
Eostislav and King Svatopluk."
Lamanskij, a Russian author of great celebrity, said
once of the Hungarian Slovaks "that they were a race
exceedingly talented and of all the Slavs nearest to the
Russian heart."
"Being the nearest neighbors and kins
men of Hungarian Russians," adds Lamanskij, "the
Slovaks must be regarded as a connecting link between
Russia, Moravia and Bohemia on one, and through their
many and prosperous colonies spreading in the center of
Hungary, near the rivers Tissa and Danube between Rus
sia, Servia and Croatia on the other side.
If Russian is
destined to be the diplomatic language of the Slavs, then
it will be first propagated by Hungarian Ruthenians and
Slovaks."
The Slovakian language is a bone of contention between
the Bohemians and Slovaks.
In the estimation of Bo
hemians iti is only a dialect of Bohemian, and they point
to the oldest remnant of Bohemian literature, "Libuse's
Judgment" (in the Queen's Court manuscript) where the
language employed is almost identical with the Slovakian
of to-day.
In fact, the old Bohemian would be more in
telligible to a Slovak than it would be to the modern Bo
hemian.
Slovaks on the contrary, entertain opposite
views on the subject- One of their greatest men, Safaiik,
(History of Slavonic literature) treats of Slovaks as of an
independent nation along with Bohemians and Poles.
The past of the Slovak people is veiled with impene
trable obscurity.
Generally it is supposed that they had
migrated to their present country toward the end of the
5th century after Christ.
Christianity made its first appearance in the land of the
Slovaks during the first
half of the 9th century, from a
German-Latin source. Later on Methodius, the apostle,
already mentioned, introduced the Slavic liturgy. This
national church, however, was of a short duration, giving
way to the Latin.
What is known in history as the
"Great Moravian empire," and of which Slovaks formed
the nucleus, had also a short duration, owing to frequent
incursions of Magyars.
The battle of Breslau, in 907,
marks the fall of the "Great Moravian empire." In the
middle of the 10th century, Prince Boleslas of Bohemia
succeeded in wresting, temporarily, the land of the Slov
aks from Magyars, and it was subsequently annexed to
the bishopric of Prague, recently foundedBut already
in the year 999 Slovensko, including the present Moravia,
was retaken by Boleslas the Brave of Poland, and after
his death, reconquered by Stephen, King of Hungary (10261031) to which latter country it has belonged ever since.
The expiring independence of Slovaks brightened up once
more after the extinction of the kingly race of Arpad,
1301, when Mathias of Trencan seized by force all the
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districts inhabited by Slovaks and ruled over them as
an independent king until 1312.
With this man disap
peared the last vestige of Slovakian national existence
and Magyars gave to Slovensko the name of Mathias'
Land (M&tyas foldje).
The kingdom of Hungary, as will be remembered, is
composed of a number of nationalities,—the Magyars,
Roumenians, Euthenes, Slovaks, Servians, Germans, etc.
As long as Latin was used in th6 schools and administra
tion, all was peace and harmony; but the moment the
Magyar language, favored by the native nobility, began
to be forced on the other nationalities, discord arose at
once.
The Slavonic nationalities, always faithful to traditions
of the past, could not but perceive that with the introduc
tion of the Magyar language,in all the schools of the king
dom, their own national existence would be endangered.
Therefore they arrayed themselves against the Magyarelement. The Slovaks, owing to religious differences, took
an unequal stand on the question. The Catholic party
and, particularly the clergy, favored the Magyar tongue.
To these latter the Bohemian language, which the Protes
tant Slov&ks had been using for centuries savored of
heresy and Husitism, while their own dialect seemed to
lack, in their estimation, culture and polish. Moreover,
the Magyar language offered undoubted material induce
ments.
Fanned by a spirit of intolerance, on the part of the
Magyars, the lingual strife in Hungary soon assumed a
threatening aspect.
When in 1848 Magyars struck for
liberty it came to an open breach between them and the
other nationalities.
Remembering their past oppression
the Slovdks and Croats,-rose in arms against the Mag
yar revolutionists.
Since 1867, in which year dualism was introduced in
Austria, the Slov&ks are being oppressed by Magars with
redoubled severity. And, fierce as is their determination
to preserve their language from extinction, the uncertain
ty of their future must fill the heart of every Slovak patri
ot with apprehension.
The whole Magyar state machin
ery pressing them down, their children kidnapped and
transported to purely Magyar districts, thousands of them
fleeing yearly to America, in order to escape the cruel
heel of the despot, one cannot but thiuk that the Slovak
people—unless something unforeseen happens in the near
est future—are nearing the same fate that swept down
in the German sea the once powerful race of Lusatian
Serbs.
Slovaks gave to Bohemians several illustrious men, the
foremost of whom are Koll&r the poet and Safarrk, the
archaeologist. Tom&sik gave them also a spirited song,
that may truly be called "Bohemian marseillese." For
the benefit of those readers who are acquainted with the
Bohemian language, we print this song as it was origin
ally composed by the author.
liej Slov&ci! eSte naSa slovenskd reC Zije,
Dokial' nase verne srdce za na§ n&rod bije:
Zije, Zije duch elovensk?, bude Zit' ua veky,
Hrom a peklo, marne vage proti ndm sti vzteky !
Jazyka dar sveril n&m Boh, Boh na§ hromovlddn^,
Nesmie n&m ho teda vyrvatf na torn svete Ziadn^;
I nechZe je kol'ko l'udi, tol'ko Certov v svete
Boh je s ndmi, kto proti n&m, toho Parom zmete.
Nech sa teda nad ndmi aj hrozna biira vznesie,
Skala puk£, dub ea l&me a zem nech se trasie:
My stojime stale, pevne, jako miiry hradne;
Cierna zem pohltni toho, kto odstiipi zradne ! —
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MR. JOHN KARELIn his work on "'American diplomacy," Mr. Eugene
Schuyler expresses the opinion that it is a wrong policy to
send naturalized citizens abroad as consuls.
"No person
who has lived abroad," remarks Mr. Schuyler, "or has had
to do with consular business, whether as an official or a
client, can for a moment doubt that the interests of the
United States would be far better served had native-born
citizens been appointed to these posts."
This objection
of Mr. Schuyler's would undoubtedly be good in cases
where the qualifications of the naturalized citizen would
be inferior to those of the native.
But, things being
equal in this respect, a naturalized citizen is just as fit to
care for our commercial interests in foreign countries as a
native-born American.
Moreover, the chances are that
he knows the language of the country and is presumably
acquainted with its habits—advantages of no mean value.
It is from this point of view that we regard the ap
pointment of Mr. John Karel of Chicago to the consular post

at Prague, Bohemia, as a happy choice. An affable, cour
teous and well educated gentleman, Mr. Karel will reflect
credit both on the administration which had accredited
him thither and on the Bohemian nationality, of which he
is a worthy representative. Mr. Karel is not a nativeborn, it is true; but if indomitable courage, restless ac
tivity and sterling honesty are the characteristic features
of the American people, then Mr. Karel is a thorough
American.
Coming to this country as a boy, fresh from
school, he went through many experiences and received
many a hard knock like every ambitious immigrant.
Merchant, lawyer,politician,banker,—Mr. Karel has always
aspired higher and this is his greatest recommendation.
He was born in 1851 in Bohemia and came to this country
in 1868. His appointment was urged mainly by the allied
Bohemian-democratic clubs of Chicago, by ex-Congresman
Ben T. Cable and Congressman L. E. McGann, the latter
from Mr. Karel's congressional district.
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LIBERTY OF THE PRESS IN BOHEMIA.

The liberty of the press and speech, as understood in
Austria, is that people can praise when happy but they
cannot condemn, criticise, deplore their misfortunes when
unhappy.
Since the state of siege has been proclaimed in the
city of Prague, the censorship of the press, always watch
ful, has become extremely rigid.
Policemen are posted
in the offices of every opposition newspaper and he would
be a daring editor who would attempt to smuggle into his
paper an article that would criticise the government.
By an order of the ministry, the following newspapers,
all published in Prague, were ordered to send proof sheets
to the directory of police 3 hours before publication:
Ndrodni Listy, tiipy,
Vysehrad, Humoristicke Listy, Nase
Zajmy, Cas, Ceskd Strdz, Bid, Casopis Stavebnich Delniku,
Delnicke Noviny, Pekar, Rakousky Kovodelnik, Socialni
Demokrut, Zdf, Nase Heslo, Truhldrski Listy, Vzdeldvaci
Bibliotelca Delniku, Prazske Listy, Der Deutsche Volksbote.
The publication of the following named newspapers has
been suspended altogether:
Neodvislost (independence),
Casopis (Jesko-slovanskeho studentstva (Gazette of the Bo
hemian Slavonian students), Novd Proudy (New Currents),
Pokrokovt Listy (Progress), Svoboda (Freedom).
In consequence of the state of siege, gloom and depres
sion hangs like a pall over Prague.
The city is infested
with spies and the residents, even those who support the
government, are extremely guarded in their conversations.
Everybody talks in an undertone, fearing that what may
be said may be heard by spies, distorted and reported to
the authorities, in which event quick arrest is liable to
follow.
The streets of the city are in the possession of
armed policemen who do not allow the smallest gathering
of the populace under any circumstances.
Even in the
case of an accident the people who attempt to gather out
of curiosity are sternly ordered to proceed about their
business, and not the slightest information is vouchsafed
to them.
It is stated that the state of siege will be ex
tended so as to include all towns in Bohemia that have
over 10,000 inhabitants.
The Ndrodni Listy, whicn is the organ of the Young
Chekhs and the most widely circulated Bohemian news
paper, has to bear the brunt of these persecutions. Confis
cated almost daily, its publisher arrested on a charge of
sedition, hampered in every way by the ever watchful
police, the Ndrodni Listy resembles a beacon-light, sur
rounded by an angry, surging sea.
Some Viennese news
papers are secretly hoping that this most Chekhish of all
the Chekli newspapers might be suppressed altogether. Under
the date of September 14tli, the Ndrodni Listy, comment
ing on the state of siege, remark gloomily: "Placed as we
are in a state of siege, we must, during these trials, main
tain the utmost caution and reserve.
And even if cir
cumstances wall not allow us to answer freely certain un
just charges, our intelligent public will understand us
nevertheless, always bearing in mind the words of Havlicek, uttered in times equally as cruel as these, 'that it
is better to fly with one wing in a sling than to suffer the
voice of the people remain silent altogether.' "
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IMPERIAL PROMISES, A FRAUD.

Emperors, kings and all sorts of potentates, big and
small, are wont to make pledges to their people, most
commonly in times of public danger, which it is never in
tended they or their descendants should keep.
If a pri
vate individual should violate the provisions of a contract,
the courts would compell him to make amends to the injured
party.
But not so with kings and emperors who may
violate pledges and obligations with impunity. This is
owing to a famous axiom in law that kings are fountains
of justice and that they can do no wrong.
On September 12, 1870, Emperor Francis Josesph has
issued one of those imperial rescripts (by the way of dis
tinction and to make it more formidable he called it "ir
revocable") wherein he recognized Bohemia's claim to
home rule. In this famous decree he said:
"Majice v pameti stdtoprdviri postaveni koruny cesktS a
jsouce sobe povedomi slavy a moci, kter^z tato koruna
N&m i predkum Nasim propujcila, mimo to jsouce pametlivi neoblomn£ vernosti, s kterou obyvktelstvo zeme ceskd kazd^ doby trun Nils podporovalo, uznav&me r&di
pravo tohoto krAlovstvi a jsme hotovi toto uzn&nl prisahou nasi korunovacni obnoviti."
(Recognizing the political importance of the crown of
Bohemia, calling to mind the renown and glory which the
crown has conferred upon us and our predecessors, and
full of gratitude for the fidelity with which the Bohemian
nation has supported our throne, we are ready to recog
nize the rights of the kingdom and to repeat this recog
nition by the coronation oath).
To-day the"irrevocable" rescript is dead and it will prob
ably remain dead in the imperial junk shop, until another
emergency, for instance such as cal ed it in being in 1870,
arises. Then the august faitli-breaker will again flaunt
it in the faces of his credulous subjects. Meanwhile it is
forbidden in Bohemia under penalty of law to talk about
the rescript.
The Holienzollerns also issued a number of these fake
"imperial rescripts," the most notable of them being those
addressed to the Poles.
On May 15th, 1815, Frederick
William III. issued a manifesto wherein he said:
"Aucb Ihr (Polen) habt ein Vaterland und mit ihm einen Beweis Meiner Hochaclitung fur Euere Anhanglich"
keit an dasselbe erhalten. Ihr werdet Meinei; Monarchi©
einverleibt, ohne Eure Nationalitat verleugnen zu diirfen.
Eure Sprache soil neben der Deutschen in alien bffentlichen Versammlungen gebraucht werden. '
Frederick William IV. September 6, 1841.
"Der Polnischen Nationalitat ist durch die Wiener
Traktate verheissen.
Die riihmliche Liebe jedes Volkes
zu seiner Sprache, seiner Literatur, seinen geschichtlichen
Erinnerungen,auchinden Polen zuachten und zu scliiitzen,
war der Vorsatz der Vollzieher der Wiener Traktate und
auch unter Unserer Regierung soli ihr Wiirdigung und
Schutz zu Theil werden."
Notwithstanding all these imperial assurances that
Poles will be protected in their rights, the Hohenzollern
faith-breakers are using every means to stamp out the
Polish language and nationality in Prussian Poland.
Verily, imperial promises are cheaper than the parch
ment they are written on.
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with monuments of all sorts; but none has yet been reared
to the memory of him who dared to raise a torch in the
darkness of the fifteenth century. And although it is true
that, as Tacitus remarks, "human figures
which are en
graven in brass or marble are frail and perishable, and
that we should rather revolve the actions and works of
great men in our breasts and endeavor to retain an idea
of the form and features of their minds,"—yet, national
pride, if no other consideration, should prompt BohemianAmericans to erect a suitable memorial to their greatest
countrymen, on the soil of this free country.
The little monument in Bohemia stands on the village
common and is 15 feet high.
The stone base bears the
following inscription: "6esky reformator Jan Hus, updlen
v Kostnici, dne 6 cervence, 1415. (Bohemian reformer John
Hus, burnt in Constance, July 6, 1415.) William La Valley,
marble cutter, built it.
Many Americans contributed
toward the monument.
Mr. B. Fulton Cutting, for in
stance, sent a check for $50, saying that "it gives him
pleasure to contribute toward a memorial of that great
man."
The officers of the Duilding committee were: Mat.
Karshik, president; Jos. F. Tuma, secretary; Joseph
Sebek, treasurer.
Let us hope that the praise-worthy action of the inhab
itants of Bohemia Village, will spur on the people of some
large Bohemian colony, like that in Chicago, to erect a,
monument to John Hus, worthy of that great man's re
nown.

JOHN HUS' MONUMENT IN BOHEMIA VILLAGE, LONG
SLAND, N. Y.

On September 25, 1893, the inhabitants of the quaint
village of Bohemia, Long Island, N. Y., held a significant
celebration.
It was the occasion of the unveiling of a
monument to the memory of John Hus, the Bohemian re
former, who suffered martyrdom at the instance of the
Council of Constance, July 6, 1415.
Procession through
the streets, speech making, etc., were the order of the day.
Strange as it may seem to the readers of the BOHEMIAN
VOICE, this little shaft, erected by the patriotic people of
Bohemia Village, is the first and only one erected in the
United States to John Hus.
Our beautiful public paiks,
like Central in New York, Prospect in Brooklyn, Hum
boldt in Philadelphia, Lincoln in Chicago, are stocked

Here is a sample telegram coming from official sources
in Prague and which our gullible newspapers swallow as
true: "Proprietor Grdgr and editor Anyz of the JSFdrodni
Listy, one of the largest Chekh dailies in this city, have
been arrested and will be tried by a special court for in
citing the Chekhs to breach of the peace. Their journal
has been for years the most virulent anti-German sheet in
Bohemia, and since the recent disturbances began, has
lost no opportunity to stir the people against the govern
ment." The sentence, "their journal has been for years
tne most virulent anti-German sheet in Bohemia," is
manifestly calculated to stir the German people against
the CJiekhs. The fact of the matter is, that the N&rodni
Listy is a virulent anti government paper and the number of
conciliatory articles which it had published from time to
time, advocating peace between Bohemians and Germans
in Bohemia, should be sufficient proof to brand the above
dispatch as a stupid fabrication of the government.

The Bohemians be d—d. Franz Josef, m. p.

Louis Vitdk of Canton, Ohio, has lately published a
grand selection from the national opera "Bartered Bride"
(Prodand Nevesta) for orchestra. It can be played with
good effect by small orchestra. Every leader should order
a copy of this beautiful selection, also musicians playing
with American orchestras should insist on their leader
having a copy.
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THE DECLINE AND RISE OF BOHEMIAN BETTERS.

Dobrovsky rendered an immense service to the Slavic
cause. By his historic and philological writings he was
the first modern scholar to throw light 011 t he life of the
early Slavonians, and to point out the close kindred, which
existed between the various branches. His researches were
not confined to any particular race; they embraced the
whole Slavonic stock.
The effect of his writings, in one
respect at least, was such as he himself did not anticipate.
We refer to the revival of Bohemian literature, which he
did not consider either practicable or possible, but to
which he, indirectly it is true, contributed more than any
man of the last century.
In his mistaken mind, Dobrovsky regarded Bohemian
history and language as dead subjects, that could only
interest scholars.
"Do not disturb the dead,'' he used to
say, composing all his works either in German or Latin.
But the researches of the venerable scholar were instru
mental in producing a live issue—the issue of nationality.
Others followed in his pathway, but already with the
avowed purpose of arousing the national spirit among the
people.
Toward the close of the eighteenth century and the
beginning of the nineteenth, the number of books printed
in the Bohemian language was already considerable. The
majority ot' them were translated from German.
Like
Kussians in the eighteenth century, the Bohemians of
those days were perfectly satisfied with their literature,
despite all its shortcomings. The authors lauded them
selves to the skies. Sebestiau Hnevkovsky, a man of
average ability left us the following estimate of some of
his contemporaries*)
"Vaclav Tham displays the spirit
of Burger.
The odes of Puchmayer breathe the loftiness
of Horace and his fables rival those of Lafontaine
V. Nejedly's poems recall the grandeur of Virgil, and
John Nejedly; our noble Cicero, has demonstrated his
ability to be a Bohemian Tyrteus and Alceus
George Palkovic can yet become the Horace of Bohem
ians
Bohuslas Tablic shall be our Tibullus and
Hal'ler, in Roznaj seems to dwell the genius of Anacreon
and Bion. ... In history Prof Kinsky promises to follow in
the footsteps of Tacitus. . . . The same S. Hnevkovsk# bit"
terly resents the imputation that Bohemians as yet had
"no Homer, Petrarch, Camoens, Milton and Klopstock,'
saying that "each nation had something which the other
lacked
"
Of the many obstacles which stood in the way of the
early pioneers of our literature, none was productive of
more troubles and mischief than grammar.
The early
revivalists found the written language in the same con
dition in which it was left after the decline and fall in the
seventeenth century.
During the long period of disuse
that followed, with all its attendant evils, the worst of
them being a lack of healthy reading matter, the correct
use of Bohemian was forgotten. Ignorant transcribers, who
''composed" books during the latter half of seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, made things worse.
Thus
were the revivalists brought face to face with the neces*"Fragments of Bohemian anthology," Prague, 1820.
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sity of forming a new literary language.
Accordingly,
they set to work and with an enthusiasm peculiar to those
days, began composing grammars. This was a praise
worthy task, but it soon led to violent disputes. One set
of writers, having at its head John Nejedl^, professor of
Bohemian in the university of Prague, opposed every in
novation, insisting that the new literature should return
to the use of o ld Bohemian—which was employed by Vele
slavin, during the so called "golden age."
The innova
tors again claimed that Veleslavin's Bohemian, though
pure and idiomatic, was inadequate to the need of the
times.
Simultaneously another war broke out on ac
count of Bohemian prosody, some writers like abbe Dob"
rovsky founding it on the accent,others on the quantity of
syllables.
In time the spelling was attacked also
Tons of ink and paper were wasted in this fierce and long
war, which at one time engaged every Bohemian writer
of note. It was left to succeeding generations to agree
upon and adopt one written language.
During the third decade of the present century when
Dobrovsky's career was drawing to a close, Bohemian let
ters already had a host of friends, and though some of
these were agitated by gloomy apprehensions, yet, the
majority of them were confident the nation would not
perish. True sons of the people, they were ready to sac
rifice everything at the altar of their little country. They
were bound together bj the loftiest of bonds, that of
patriotism. As political life had no existence then, their
patriotism was confined to "a harmless and peaceful culti
vation of national spirit among the people. Poverty and
equality of rank both tended to make their friendship
closer. From this little band issued the first
Panslavists, some of whom furnished historical proofs of the
kindred of the Slavic race, while others appealed to the
Slavs to unite in the future. This attracted the atten
tion of other Slavic scholars to Bohemian literature—
another merit which must not be overlooked.
With the year 1820 commences what is known as the
second period of the revival of Bohemian letters.
Here
already we meet with the names of men, who became
renowned as eminent scholars and poets—Jungmann,
Safarik, Palacky, Kollfir, Celakovsky.
The oldest of these is Joseph Jungmann (1773-1817).
This eminent scholar was born in Hudlice a village
belonging to Prince Fiirstenburg.
His father was a sex
ton and cobbler and it was only in 1799 that Joseph
Jungmann, then a teacher, secured for himself and his
heirs a release from his lord and became a freeman. Like
all the youths of that period he attended German primary
schools, after which he secured admission into a Latin
school under the management of Piarists.
That com
pleted he entered the university of Prague, taking success
ively courses in philosophy and law. Educated in German
schools, Jungmann was naturally more proficient in Ger
man than in his motlier-tongne; and but for the taunts of
his former school mates from Hudlice who gibed him for
his imperfect Bohemian, when lie came home to spend the
vacation among them, it is probable that Jungmann
-would have become a German writer. This incident is
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said to have been the determining point in his life. With
assiduity he now applied himself to the study of his
mother tongue, and so successful was he in this that in the
latter years of his life he was considered the very highest
authority on the Bohemian language.
The most important works of Jungmann, are the
"History of Bohemian Literature", and "Dictionary of
the Bohemian Language."
The first
work is a com
pendium showing the progress, the rise, decline and fall
of Bohemian letters.
Although not a continuous and
complete narrative, yet it contains invaluable material.
The dictionary for which Jungmann commenced gathering
material as early as 1800, remains to this day the richest
depository of our native language. This dictionary alone
would have secured immortality to Jungmann.
THE STORY OF MARIE SOBIESKI.

The Nouvelle Revue contains an interesting article from
the pen of Count Wodzinski, which tells of an interest
ing incident from the life of Clementina Sobieski, the
grand-daughter of the great Polish here of that name.
This lady, who came so near to becoming Queen of
England, spent her youth at Olaw, a little town in
Silesia, for it was there that her father, James Sobieski,
had established himself with his wife and young daugh
ters - three roses on one stalk, as they were styled by a
poet of the time. Mary Clementina, whose second name
by the way, came to her from lilf god father, Pope Cle
ment the Eleventh, was sevdftteen years of age, and al
ready exceedingly beautiful, when a certain James Mur
ray, a Scotch gentleman, in the service of the Pope,
arrived at the castle of Olaw to ask for the hand of
Sobieski's youngest daughter for James Stuart, then
styled the Chevalier Saint George. It is said that the
Pope, who had an equal affection for both young people,
had long wished the marriage, and even before the sub
ject was publicly mooted, the Chevalier Saint George al
ways wore round his neck a miniature of his future
betrothed.
The Pope's envoy brought with him a quaint royal
love-letter, which doubtless laid the foundation of the
sincere and loyal affection afterwards borne to the pre
tender by his wife. "Madame" ran the epistle, "the
incomparable graces of your person, the eminent quali
ties of your wit and of your heart have long inspired in
me the truest admiration. May I hope that you will not
repulse him who hopes to henceforth love you alone. My
supreme wish is to see you happy.
Your virtues will
draw down a divine benediction on my cause, and will re
double the affection and ardor of my subjects."
But the young Princess was destined to go through
many perils and trials before she finally
met her lover.
As it was obvious that the Chevalier Saint George could
not come to seek her at Olaw, it was arranged that the
Princess and her mother should go to meet him at
Bologna. George, the First, king of England, was then the
close friend and ally of the Emperor of Austria, and al
though Mary Clementina and her mother traveled in
cognito and under an assumed name, they were both ar

rested at Innsbruck. Meanwhile, the Chevalier, who
seems by this time to have worked himself to a perfect
frenzy of affection for his unknown betrothed, suggested
to her parents, her pontifical god-father and herself, the
possibility of her escaping from her quasi imprisonment
and making her way disguised to Italy, where he could
ultimately join her. After much hesitation the little
Princess consented to her lover's plan.
The couple was married in Venice. From the day of
marriage, Mary Clementina bore the name of Queen of
England, being always styled by the Pope"Your Majesty."
She then entered the Ursuline convent, and waited
patiently for the return of the husband. At last he came
back from his disastrous Spanish expedition to his faith
ful bride, and during their all too short married life it is
said that he had but one reproach to bring against her—
of her exceeding piety and love of God. To her two sons,
Charles Edward, the Young Pretender, and to the Duke
of York, afterwards Cardinal of the Roman church, she
was much devoted, and it was owing to her efforts that
they were both brought up in the Roman Catholic church
rather than as Anglicans, which their father would at one
moment have preferred.
The heroine of this romantic episode died at the age of
thirty-four in a Roman convent. Curiously enough, her
dead body was treated in more queenly fashion than she
had ever been herself during her short life, for although
she had asked to be buried in the Dominican habit, her
wishes were disregarded, and around her corpse was
wound a purple mantle, while a gold crown was put on
her brow; and so, with a sceptre in one hand and a golden
apple in the other Mary Clementina was buried in Saint
Peters, the Pope placing on the stone which marked the
spot:
;
;
i
I

CLEMENTINA
MAGNAE BRITANNIAE,
ERANCIAE ET HIBERNIAE
REGINA.

!
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SLAVONIANS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

The Slavjanska Sloga a semi-weekly newspaper pub
lished in San Francisco, Cal., writes in one of its English
columns: "Many Americans would not believe, or did
not know, that there are between eight and ten thousand
Slavonic people on this coast, all good behaving citizens.
The Slavonians are most populous in San Francisco, the
Santa Clara valley and up through the mining districtsWe have a number of very well known business houses
right here in the city of San Francisco, as Ivanovich &
Company, Sresovich & Company, Radovich Bros., Tomanovich & Company, Trobock & Bergen, Zan Bros, J.
Kucich, Stuparich Bros, and a great many other smaller
and prosperous places. Thank God, there are no idle
persons in our colony; all are generally working, even the
new arrivals.
"The people of our colony are mostly from the Balkan
peninsula, as from Dalmatia, Bosnia, Hercegovina and
Croatia. They have more or less been oppressed and
kept backward while under the Turkish rule and presently
under the Austrian."
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CHAPTER I.
Louisa was standing in her boudoir, by an open win
dow, and gazing with a wondering eye toward the garden
gate, to see if Gustav was coming from the office.
The little hand 011 t he alabaster clock, which ornament
ed her writing desk pointed at seven; it was time for the
opera. Louisa in her complete toilette was waiting for her
husband, and was glancing with an increasing impatience,
successively at the hour hand and to the park where
Gustav was to pass.
As he was leaving the house that
afternoon he requested his wife to wait for him, and they
would attend the new opera together that day.
With that promise, however, he had left the house
nearly every day, and yet Louisa often attended the
theaters alone, when after a long vain waiting for his com
pany, she did not wish to spend the evening alone.
But
yesterday, when she came to her seat alone, and Gustav's
seat remained again unoccupied, she heard behind her,
two intimate ladies whispering words of sympathy: "Poor
wife—only three months married, and comes to the theater
alone—if she does not wish to weary the evenings alone at
home.
Mr. Molan lives again like a bachelor." Louisa
blushed to her forehead, the blood rushed from her heart,
her breath stopped short within her, she shivered all over
her body, she imagined, she heard all those who were
present say, why she was there alone?
She thought
that every wife was there with her husband, and
she — was there alone, she feared she had sinned
against womanly honor, the sight of all burned her
like hot coals, she gazed at the scenery before her, but did
not see or hear what was going on, she wished she could
suddenly disappear. And when after two hours of agony
Gustav came at the end of the last act, to accompany her
home, she was frightened, and did not know whether his
late arrival helped her or mortified her.
She was thank
ful, for the public commotion and rustle for she could uo
more hear what the ladies behind her said to each other
about Gastav, when he entered; she was afraid to look up
towards them, less she should betray the fact that she
overheard their conversation, she hurried away from her
seat, and fell on Gustav's arm, requesting him to take the
coach, that she was weak.
On the way home, she asked
Gustav very sweetly, why he did not come sooner, to ac
company her to the theater?
He caressed her cheeks,
kissed her hands, begged forgiveness, and talked, about
the cares of his business, which, he said, would weary him
to death. Louisa heartily sympathized with her husband,
but thought, that on account of her, he might leave some
of his cares to the bookkeepers, and live, at least the even
ing for her.
"During the day you are at home to dinner
only, and I feel very lonely, I do not like to go to the
theaters alone, not having by me any friends with whom
I could converse between the acts, and when all around
me are enjoying themselves, I am very lonely, and asham
ed
I should rather always be at home," "My dear, there
are many things about business which I can not trust to
any one, and which keep me in the office at work, when I
should like to be enjoying myself as well as you."
"You
are a married lady, you can attend theaters alone; there
are many women, who go without their husbands, in fact,
theaters are more for you, than for us who have very little
time allowed for pleasure.
But tomorrow, I will neglect
my business, and we will attend the new opera together."
When to-day he repeated his yesterday's promise,Louisa
fondly came up to him, threw her white arms around his
neck, and with a trembling smile between thankfulness
and reproach begged him to be at home before seven. It
was just seven, but Gustav was not coming.
Louisa felt
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the quick pulsations of her heart.
Never did any young
girl expect her lover with such impatience as Louisa was
expecting her husband this evening.
She wished in her
heart to revenge yesterday's humiliation, she wished to
stop the undesirable sympathy and awake jealousy, she
wished all to know that she came alone, whenever it was
her choice, and that Gustav did not live after three
month's marriage again as a bachelor.
She wished to
convince others without suspecting that she was deceiving
herself. Time was Swiftly passing by, she wished to for
get its flight, repeatedly she pulled off her gloves, seated
herself to the piano, and began to play the notes open
before her. But having no harmony in herself, she found
none in the music, she did not even hear what she was
playing; her ear and thought were centered on the door,
she ceased in the middle of a measure, quickly stood up,
and in a nervous excitement pulled on her gloves again,
walked about with an increased and uneven step, every
now and then glancing to the park's path, then again stop
ping before the large glass, arranging the flowers
in her
rich hair, overlooking her pretty toilette, and sinking down
on the sofa, and with her beautiful fan cooling her burning
cheeks.
It was now half past seven. Louisa sighed, "he
will not come, I'll stay at home."
In a quarter of an
hour a youug woman in a low, straw hat, a white dress
with a long green ribbon around her slender waist, came
out of the house, and with a languid step strayed over
the fine sand of the side walks, her thoughts deeply buried
in a storm of dark feelings, her white hand unconsciously
nipping the leaves and flowers whenever she passed and
unknowingly tossing them about like the feelings of her
heart. Her mind was odfcupied, her body could not remain
silent. At last, tired out, i^he w alked to the shady arbor,
encircled with blooming bushe^ of roses and jasmines,
and rested herself by the small center table. Lay
ing the hat by her side, and placing her elbows firmly on
the desk, she placed her restless head in her soft, alabaster
palms, and wonderingly gazed before her.
But she had
never been accustomed to thinking about herself, she had
always been more inclined to think about others, she
wished quickly to forget today, she needed company and
so began to examine the large album of photographs, which
lay before her, on the table. She had seen the familiar
and unknown faces a hundred times, always passed over
them hastily and heedlessly; but to-day they were all new
and interesting. Silence reigned all around.
The house
stood in the midst of a large garden, like an island of na
ture, swinging on the waves of civilization. It seemed to
be situated beyond the passions of the noisy world, or was
it that the passions of the quiet house could not reach the
busy world?
It was a bright June evening. Of late Louisa had spent
many sunset hours here alone, entertaining herself as well
as she could by looking over the garden and further through
the bars towards the street, where people seldom passed in
the daytime, much less of evenings. She had always felt
lonely here, but never before did loneliness fall as heavily
upon her as it did this evening.
Before she married Gustav, she had always lived at
home, under the care of her mother, in the busiest part of
the town; her mother, a conscientious and careful guardian
of the good old manners, was very cautious in the rearing
of her daughter. Louisa never was alowed to come close
to the window, lest she should be seen from the street,
but, from her work table, piano and through the curtains
and flowers, she never allowed a noisy carriage, funeral
procession, or a ladies' new bonnet pass by without her
closest inspection. Here, directly after her wedding—she
felt as though she were in a wilderness, and to-day she felt
her loneliness had reached the highest point.
Strang
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thoughts were filling her mind, tears stood in her eyes, the
hands fell motionless into her lap, and her head drooped
on her restless breast and like a frosty breeze over new
verdure—a secret fear of life filled her heart and shook
her whole being.
She felt as though she wished to be
pressed to somebody's heart.
Was it Gustav's?
The
evening breeze aroused her.
She arose, dropped the al
bum on the table, picked up her hat, and over the short
est path quickly hurried home.
Entering the house she
passed through the glass door, to the wide marble steps,
and over the rich carpet into the first story, then through
a high side room where drawings, sketches, water color
paintings and brushes were scattered as the artist had
left them, into her own apartment.
The foot hesi
tated on the threshold and she was seized with a feeling
of gloom—but different from that, which she felt when
she first stepped into this room on the evening of her wed
ding day—the young wife was struck by the whiteness
which around her white form was even more impressive
than above the velvet draping of her couch. "[Involuntarily
Louisa thought of her first entrance into this room,—and
when a young wife begins to muse, her happiness is likely
at an end.
As yet, she has not noticed it herself, but
yesterday she had learned from others that all around her
was changed.
Suddenly, she understood it all.
Only a
few weeks after their wedding did Gustav spend the even
ings with his wife. He would return early from his office,
every day they would take a walk together, make calls,
attend theaters, and after they returned, they would dine
together and he would remain the rest of the evening.
But now, she sees him only at the dinner hour, and even
then not always; in the evenings he comes to the opera to
accompany her home, at the door of her boudoir, he bids
her "good night," saying, he must attend this or that
meeting, that, this or that one will be there, that an im
portant part is awaiting him, that business, politics, in
dustry, art, literature and who knows what more will
gain by it. . . . but herself.
She will not see him till
morning.
Mrs. Setnik told the truth yesterday, "Gustav
lives again as a single man." Louisa sighed, although she
did not know how her Gustav had lived, when a single
man.
Mrs. Setnik knew, thousands of others knew, and
her words, "poor lady," concerned Gustav's past as well as
Louisa's present and future. Unable to banish the words
from her mind, she repeated them every minute, ever
since yesterday. The words reminded her more of her
self than of Gustav, and she could not understand how
her mother's prophecy, which lead her to the altar, was
ever to become true, that is: "she will soon become ac
customed to Gustav Molan who was more than twenty
years her senior."
How will she get accustomed to him,
when she does not even see him?
That she would not
see him to-day any more, she knew.
How was she to
spend the evening?
What was she to do with her
self. Eighteen year old girl knows only the poesy of even
ing dusk, she gathers treasures from the whole day for
this sacred moment.
Eighteen year old wife knows only
the ennui and dreads of evening loneliness, and when a
young wife begins to yearn for loneliness, her poesy and
wedded bliss are at an end. But, when in that most sac
red moment of matrimony, poesy does not exist, when in
that mysterious moment, in which life reaches its apoth
eosis, a forty-three year husband had in his heart no more
for his eighteen year old wife than—mere politeness—
then her sudden wish for loneliness is no more than nat
ural.
But it is all the more pitiful, for Louisa does not
know how to occupy her mind. Her education and especally
her preparation for matrimony were, with all their out
ward flattery,
and all their inner lustre, so insignificant
and vacant, that they could not help to fill the empty
space between two enjoyed moments, much less were they

capable of occupying the mind for the whole evening's
loneliness and scatter the clouds from her unsettled mind.
Grief always dwells at the bottom of one's heart, but
lulled by work it remains sleeping there.
Why should, however, a rich eighteen year old wife
trouble herself with study or work of any kind? According
to fashion and her mother's judgment, she received a
very careful education, she could entertain others, but
for herself she had nothing.
In order to close the weary
day, Louisa sought relief in sleep.
Youth does not call
long for dreams; that sweet bird likes but to alight on
fresh, blooming twig. Louisa fell asleep.
The lamp on
the marble table by her bed is burning; its light, dimmed
by the white shade, streams on Louisa lovely face and
plays with a man's portrait, which hangs above her
bed. It is the portrait of Gustav.
A common portrait
of a common man, who has lived; a faint, unexpressive
eye, and not a thought on the wrinkled forehead.
Vari
ous are the moods of nature.
That young, plump life,
would wilt and wilt away, perhaps long, not knowing and
never regretting, in the power of this man, —and alas! had
this man but a piece of honest heart in his breast! . . .
Gustav was a rich business man.
His firm
stood on
the busiest and noisiest street in Prague. He had built
his residence several years ago, far from the city's center
in a quiet beautiful garden.
The gardener and builder
joined their artful knowledge in its construction, and
Gustav was praised for his good taste. During the carni
val, when Gustav found a young, beautiful and rich wife
for his lonely home, all the young as well as old men of
Prague were envious. Gustav married for two reasons; in
the first place he did not wish to be called an "old bache
lor," and then, he thought a wife belonged to the lustre of
a rich man. As he had all, he thought it best to have a
wife also,—besides the world demanded it.
He lived
more than forty years without her, he might have lived
longer.
Like many husbands, Gustav never loved. Sen
suality awoke before love; he had passions but 110 feelings.
He knew all about women; but knew nothing about love.
He dissipated his youth and finally, when he decided to
marry, he searched, like all men of his moral standing—
for an angel wife, for one—the like he had never met.
Louisa first saw him in their parlor when .her mother pre
sented him to her as her future husband, whom she was
to marry in two weeks.
And because the poor girl had
never heard anything about marriage from her mother
and old teachers, but as a reward for good breeding, she
thought that every marriage in itself was an abundance
of bliss and happiness.
In her happy surprise, she could
not but look down with blushing thankfulness and bow in
her innocence to the one who brought the promised re
ward. She admired him because he wished to marry her.
But her heart was sleeping.
Mr. Gustav Molan, who al
ways dressed witli tastely elegance, and was an exper
ienced beau of courtesy, was the first man to whom Louisa
had spoken.
In our days a forty year old dissipated man
has enough manners to make his presence agreeable, to
an eighteen year old girl, who knows the world around
her, through the lace curtains of her home. Mrs. Terpil
had raised her daughter very carefully and took her only
to the homes of her few intimate friends, where the girls
were generally younger than herself.
Of the rich reper
tory of woman's heart her mother had encouraged but one,
and that was—lavishness.
But because she knew that
the heart of a woman, in its eighteenth year, had more
wants, and because her greatest fear was that Louisa
might through some cunning trap fall in love with one
"who had nothing," the careful mother planned for an
early marriage.
She therefore received the pleasant and
rich Gustav Molan in the most friendly way, believing in
her mistaken mind, that such a man not only did not
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care for Louisa's wealth, not needing it, but that he would
marry for real love. But the most rapacious are not the
poorest; and as to tlie love of the young couple, Louisa
did not find it in Gustav, and Gustav did not seek it in
Louisa
It was long past midnight, when quietly and slowly the
door of Louisa's boudoir opened. Gustav, with a cautious
step remained still at the door,and smiling like a gourmand,
he gazed at his dreaming wifeLove brings hack inno
cence; but Gustav's heart was dead. With a heavy head,
his cheeks dusky red, his lips exhausted, flabby, the eyes
dull, he closed the door carefully and went to his bed.
CHAPTER II.
The heart has its peculiar astronomy, its days and
nights are independent of a calendar.
During honey
moons, for instance, sun comes up late, sometimes very
late.
Contrary to habit, Mrs. Molan was very early at
the piano this morning.
The weather was lovely. A
small shower had swept over Prague, the golden sunbeams
of morning sun pierced through the fresh, fragrant breeze
of the garden, which blew into Louisa's chamber. It was
that charming time of late spring, when nature lavishes
her miracles, like a child its innocent smiles, when, open
ing wide all the treasures of its might and wealth, quickly
passes to the zenith of its beauty.
It was that blissful
time, which could we but dream all our lives . . . But he
whose heart does not blossom cannot understand spring.
Lousisa did not rise on account of spring, she did not
know its beauty that morning.
She did not know how
beautiful its charms had made her, being attired in her
morning costume 'of white lace, and cap, from under
which her beautiful, rich hair fell 011 h er snow white neck.
A sthrm had also swept through lier heart, but it did not
make her cheeks as clear as the azure sky. That storm
woke up within her a wife.
Since yesterday, Louisa felt
as if she had lived many yearsWhat she played was
not written before her in notes; she played at random,
although she did not think about it. And yet, she was so
deeply buried in her thoughts, that she did not in the
least perceive that Gustav from the side door had stepped
behind her, and walking up slowly, shaking a gold jewel,
which he held up by both ends, he, with a masterly gracefullness, locked the beautiful jewel around her neck,
and bending over pressed a sudden kiss upon her cheek.
She faltered, a cry of surprise half escaped her hps, she
blushed and rising from her seat, looked with a frightened
eye at her husband.
With a trembling voice, she said:
"Good morning, Gustav," extended her hand and quickly
took her seat again.
Gustav took her soft hand, kissed
it, and not noticing his wife's excitement, replied, "good
morning, my dear Louise!
Pardon me, have I fright
ened you? I was impatient for the morning, to ask your
forgiveness for yesterday's negligenceIf you wish, we
will go down into the arbor, I have ordered breakfast
there.
I'll tell you on the way about my accident.''
Louisa turned over the notes and gazing obliquely at
Gustav, who walked across the room lighting his cigar,
tried to conceal her unsettled feeling. For the first time
in her life she did it forcibly. "I am very sorry that you
forgot me yesterday, Gustav; I had a mournful evening,"
she said in a quiet tone, and raising, took off her cap, and
looked around for mantle and hat. "You did not miss a
great deal, dear," said Gustav, consoling his wife, and
puffing up thick clouds of smoke from his cigar, "the
opera did not amount to much, we left after the second
act " "You were there. . . . ?" exc.aimed Louisa in her
greatest surprise, and her hand fell with the mantle into
her lap.
But quiokly regaining her mind, she was soon
ready with her garden toilette and kindly said: "I am very
thankful to you for ordering the breakfast; it is so close
here. Let us go—" And taking Gustav's arm, she took
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the basket of embroidery work, and the new bazar in her
other hand.
As they passed the mirror she glanced to
ward it to see if her face did not betray her inward un
rest. And just then her picture reminded her of the rich
jewel, with which Gustav had ornamented her this morn
ing. The beautiful gold ornament was certainly very be
coming. "Oh yes, I am so excited yet, that I have for
gotten to thank you for the present, dear Gustav. When
did you buy it? I should really think, that it was not
domestic work."
Gustav with pleasure at last heard
Louisa speak of the jewel.
He began to think that she
knew nothing about it, and he could not begin himself.
He was glad that his plan was successful. The rich gift
was to be a reward for yesterday's neglect and for the
many moments of loneliness. With gold, Gustav tried to
substitute love for his own wife, as with gold he bought
pleasures elsewhere.
He had accustomed himself to live
with women; with his own wife he did not know how to
live. He thought poorly of her, he had only gold for her.
"You have guessed rightly.
It is a masterly piece of
work from Italy.
I bought it yesterday from a painter,
who had just come from Rome, and was out of money.
If our Harvot comes to-day, he will probably tell you
more about his colleague. Happy man!
A beautiful
Roman mistress sent down that jewel through her window,
to carry down her letter to him." Louisa drew her arm away
from Gustav and with trembling fingers took the messen
ger and memento of some stranger's bliss from her neck.
Like a flash of lightning, a sharp pang of reproach pierced
through her heart, as she thought that she was sinning
against the poor Roman lady.
The rare jewel, which
pleased her so much at firat, despite all her bitter feelings,
lost all its value in her eyes.
In the depth of her heart,
just awakening, a feeling arose, which told her the value
of that gold, for some one else. For her, it had no value.
"Poor man," she said, with a quiet nod of her head.
"How sad it must have been for him, to part with the
memento!".. ..
"He immediately ordered a few bottles
of champagne," Gustav dryly replied, "and asked us to
drink to the health of that beautiful mistress." "Mis
tress?" exclaimed Louisa and dropped the jewel 011 t he
little arbor table, which they had just reached.
"Yes,
mistress," repeated Gustav with a grave coolness, seating
himself opposite Louisa.
"Painters are very fortunate with Roman ladies." The
servant had brought the breakfast, Louisa poured the
beverage and passed it to Gustav. She then, slowly, pour
ed some out for herself and turning her inquiring sight
towards him, almost bashfully said:
"Surely, you must
have discussed some serious matters last night, that you
almost forgot, you had a wife at home! -.. - Gustav," she
added after a short pause, and extending her hand to him,
her soft voice trembling with touching supplication,—"can
you not spend more time with me?
Yesterday I really
began to feel hard toward you."
And drawing closer
to him, she pressed his hand with her soft palm, and
looking into his eyes with all the earnestness of her pure
soul, she said: "You will never leave me alone, that Avay
again, will you?" Gustav was astonished.
He cast his
eyes downward, and felt unable to draw his hand from
her's. Laying his cigar quietly away he lifted the cup to
his lips and took a long, long draught, searching for an
answer.
The tender confidence and clear eye of that
child perplexed his ever before eloquent wit and swept
from his tongue, to the bottom of his deceiving heart, all
his customary excuses and explanations.
He hesitated.
He would have rather heard a hasty, passionate reproach,
lament or cry, than that dreadful, despondent attack
against his vagrant habits of life, for in that case
he would have found a supply of vain phrases and sooth
ing words. However, that quiet supplication, which knew
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his faults, that simple question, which forgave, and still
condemned, he did not expect.
He was overcome.
He
leaned back against his chair, and throwing his hands
above his head, he said with an ill-humor: "That is the
way it goes with a man who marries. To-morrow, after
his wedding, he is to part with the whole world, leave all
his friends and relatives, give up his public rights, or his
wife at home will worry herself to death!''.... "Oh,
Charley, Charley," he exclaimed in a loud tone, perceiving
a few steps from the arbor Charley Harvot, the painter,
advancing through the orchard toward the house. "Char
ley, remain with us for a quarter of an hour and I will
give you a good advice for life."
Gustav's face cleared
up. No one ever came more opportunely than this paint
er just now, whom he somehow counted as one belonging
to his home, because he had painted for him some of the
pictures in the hall, which was designed for a dining hall.
He knew him only, as they had met in the coffee and
wine houses; but when he brought him home, he began to
call him "Charley," although much younger than himself
and asked for the same distinction of friendship. Louisa
was sitting by Gustav's side, her lap covered with pictures
of the latest fashions, when Mr. Charles Harvot courteous
ly bowed and paused at the arbor's entrance.
"I am
afraid to come a step closer, lest I should destroy the full
harmony and blissfull beauty of the picture, which, pleas
ure of human life framed in the most beautiful frame of
nature," said the artist, gazing with intense pleasure at
the husband and wife.
"Thank you, happy Gustav, for
the advice, which you intend giving me for the happy
future of my life. But your happiness, one may only im
agine but never
experience," he added, bowing to
Louisa, and casting his earnest look on her beautiful
form. She received him kindly, and with a cordial invi
tation, motioned to the seat before them. "Never travel
the road, to which my Louisa is just now trying to lead
me," Gustav replied with a laugh, with which Harvot's
words did not very well harmonize. "Whatever concerns
the heart, I gladly trust in a woman's hand," said Harvot,
seating himself.
"Then, that is the last of you, for all
in a woman's hand concerns heart."
"They would have
easy work with you, indeed!" laughed Gustav.
"If you
married, there would be one man less in the world."
"Say one more happy woman," remarked Louisa as in a
dream, and glancing at Harvot with an eye full of thank
fulness. "Woman's happiness is man's honor, my lady!"
said Harvot.
"Then our honor would change as the
breeze," said Gustav with a bitter smile, picking over the
drawings which Harvot had brought.
"Happiness of a
woman is her love, and that most often changes owing to
man's faults!" replied Harvot. A sudden quiet. •• • Gus
tav and Louisa felt as if a mysterious hand took their
hearts and pressed them together.
He drew the vessel
closer, and examining it to see if anything had yet re
mained, and finding it empty, turned his face and began
to light his cigar.
He offered one to Harvot also.
He
could not look at Louisa.
She too, felt as if a spark of
light had fallen into her gloomy mind.
What she had
just heard, was her secret which worried her, and which
she could not impart in words.
A high wave of life
swept through her soul, and washed the sandy castles of
blissful youth. Her whole being like a tuned-up harp
suddenly sounded with words, which had yet, never been
sounded in her life.
Her face changed color with every
pulsation of her heart.
In the few moments just passed
she awakened and experienced more than in all her past
life.
But with the strength peculiar to her sex, she was
able to conceal her inward deep feelings, with the out
ward agreeableness and sweetness of her whole being.
Harvot did not have the least suspicion of the mighty ef
fect, which his words had produced on her mind.
Even

Gustav did not divine Louisa's feeling.
He blamed him
self, however, for his carelessness in dealing with such a
subject in her presence.
He was suddenly relieved when
Louisa in her clear happy voice asked Harvot to hand her
the basket of embroidery work, which stood by his side.
"Yes, Louisa gives us a very good example," said Gustav
rising and preparing to go.
"However, we must not for
get that all of us have matters that require our attention.
I should be very pleased to remain with you, it is so pleas
ant here; but I have several very important letters to
write to-day. Please Charley,'' he said, getting ready to
go, "tell Louisa about the distinguished guest we spent
the evening with yesterday, that she might forgive me,
for not coming home yesterday as I had promised. Relate
to her the interesting history about the Roman lady; tell
it well and in full, for—" he continued leaning towards
Harvot—"the innocent are very inquisitive! Adieu dear
comrade.'' "Adieu Gustav, good luck!"....
"You did not even extend your hand," called Louisa
after him. He only turned and bowed once more. Then
he rushed through the garden to the street, muttering to
himself: "what a parting! Undoubtedly she was about to
give me some more of her admonition, she is a gooci soul,
but I am a man and must guard my liberty.
That is
above all!" "With such thoughts he entered his office.
Safarik estimates the number of Slovaks at 2,750,000,
of whom he makes 1,950,000 Catholics and 800,000 Protes
tants. Statistician Czornig cuts down the number to
1,780,000According to figures prepared for the Slavonic
committee of St. Petersburg, the number of Slovaks is
2,200,000; 1,580,000 Catholics and 640,640 Protestants.
Francis Sasinek, a native author, well informed on every
thing pertaining to his race computes the number at
8,000,000.
Of this he claims, 2,500,000 live in a compact
territory.
The number of Lusatians in Germany who speak the
Slavonic (i. e. Serbian or Lusatian) language is computed
as follows: In Saxon Upper Lusatia 56,354; Prussian Up
per Lusatia 37,303; in Lower Lusatia (Prussian) 72,410, to
gether 166,067 souls.
Besides this population which in
habits a compact territory, there is a number of Lusatians
scattered in various countries as follows: in Saxony 3,402;
in Prussia 1,000; in foreign lands and principally in Texas.
3,000; together 7,402.
Dr. Michael Hornik estimates the
total number of Upper Lusatians at 100,059 and of Lower
Lusatians at 75,969, together 175,969 soulsDr. Muka
furnishes those additional data: The Lusatians have in
Prussian Upper Lusatia 33 parishes, 37 churches, 410 vil
lages and 4 cities; in Lower Lusatia 42 parishes, 192 vil
lages, 4 cities and 62 parishes. Altogether there are, in
the country of the Lusatians, 105 parishes, 130 churches,
763 villages and 14 cities.
Hetter JSoj.
Frank U., Pennsylvania. After the defeat of the Pro
testant army at White Mountain, Ferdinand II. proclaimed
that uo religion but the Roman Catholic should hence
forth be tolerated in Bohemia, and that all who did not
immediately return to the bosom of the church should be
banished from the kingdom.
This cruel edict drove into
banishment thirty thousand families.
These Protestant
families composed the best portion of the community
including the most illustrious in rank, the most intelligent,
the most industrious and the most virtuous. No state
could meet with such a loss without feeling it deeply, and
Bohemia has never yet recovered from the blow. A
Bohemian historian, himself a Roman Catholic by birth,
thus describes the change which persecution wrought in
Bohemia.
"The records of Bohemia scarcely furnish a similar ex
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ample of such a change as Bohemia underwent during the
reign of Ferdinand II.
In 1620 the monks and a few of
the nobility only excepted, the whole country was Protes
tant.
At the death of Ferdinand, it was, in appearance
at least, Catholic. Till the Cattle of White Moun
tain the States enjoyed more "exclusive privileges than
the parliament of England. They enacted laws, imposed
taxes, contracted alliances, declared war and peace, and
chose or confirmed their kings.
But all these they now
lost.
"Till this fatal period the Bohemians were daring, un
daunted, enterprising, emulous of fame; now they have
lost all their courage, their national pride, their enterpris
ing spirit.
Their courage lays buried in the White
Mountain.
Individuals still possessed personal valor,
military ardor and a thirst of glory, but, blended with
other nations, they resembled the waters of the Vltava
(Moldau) which join those of Elbe. These united streams
bear ships, overflow lands and overturn rocks; yet the
Elbe is only mentioned, and the Vltava forgotten.
"The Bohemian language which had been used in all
the courts of justice, and which was in high estimation
among the nobles, fell into contempt.
The German was
introduced, became the general language among the
nobles and its citizens, and was used by the monks in their
sermons.
The inhabitants of the towns began to be
ashamed of their native tongue, which was confined to the
villages and called the language of peasants.
The arts
and sciences, so highly cultivated and esteemed under
Rudolph, sunk beyond recovery.
During the period
which immedately followed the banishment uf the Protes
tants, Bohemia scarcely produced one man who became
prominent in any branch of learning.
The greater part
of the schools were conducted by Jesuits and other monk
ish orders and nothing taught therein but bad Latin."
"It cannot be denied that several of the Jesuits were
men of great learning and science; but their system was
to keep the people in ignorance.
Agreeably to this prin
ciple they gave their scholars only the rind and kept to
themselves the bulp of literature.
With this view they
traveled from town to town as missionaries, and went
from house to house, examining all books, which the land
lord was compelled under pain of eternal damnation to
produce.
The greatest part they conficasted and burnt.
They thus endeavored to extinguish the ancient literature
of the country, labored to persuade the students, that
before the introduction of their order, nothing but ignor
ance prevailed, and carefully concealed the learned labors
and even the names of oui ancestors."
Russia has 19 cities having a population over 100,000. The growth of
some of them within the last few years was quite phenomenal. St.
Petersburg has 1,003,000 inhabitants (in 1858 it had 550,000). Moscow has
808,000 (in 1858 386,000). Warsaw, 505,000 (in 1858, 165,000). Odessa, 343,000;
Charkov. 188,000; Lodz, 150,000; Vilno, 120,000; B erdyCey, 101,000.

J. W . SYKORA,

AiMscellaneouB.
Captain Mollard of the military school at St. Cyr France has pub
lished a pamphlet entitled, "Puissance Militaire des Etats de l'Europe.''
In 1867 t he captain says Europe could materialize 6,958,000 men, the
fighting strength of the six leading nations, being, France 1,350,000;
Germany, 1,300,000; Russia. 1,100,000; Austria-Hungary, 750,000; I taly,
570,000; an d Great Britain, 450,000. In 1892, or twenty-five years later,
the aggregate fighting force of Europe, when mobilized, was 12,563,000,
an increase of nearly 100 per cent, the figures for the six leading nations
being, France, 2,500,000; Russia, 2,451,000; Germany, 2,417,000; Italy,
1,514,000; A ustria-Hungary, 1,050,000; and Great Britain, 342,000. But, if
the example of France and Germany, in their new military laws, shall
be followed by the sister states, it will not be long. Captain Mollard
tells us, before Europe will be able to mobilize 22,448,000 men, Germany
for instance having 5,000,000; France, 4,350,000; Russia,4,000,000; Italy,
2,226,000; and Austria-Hungary, 1,900,000.
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Manufacturer of

SASH, D OORS, B LINDS and MOOLDINGS
697, 699 and 701 Laflin St., Chicago.
Branch Office: Paulina, bet 47th and 48th St.

*

.
*

*

Xitecature.
Sotek, a humoristic weekly, Mr. B. Bittner editor, has made its ap
pearance in Chicago. The paper is exceedingly bright and contains
many original cartoons by Mr. O. Farsky. Address, 702 L oomis Str.,
Chicago, 111. Mr. B. Bittner also published a humoristic almanac
(Cesko-americk^ humoristick^ kalendaf) which is bubbling over with
unadulterated humor. Price 25 cents.
Amerikan (a national almanac for 1894) has just been issued by the
publishing house of Aug. Geringer, 150 West 12th Str., Chicago. In its
make-up, the calendar will compare favorably with any foreign publi
cation of this kind.

P. V . R OVNIANEK & CO.
Bankers and Steamship Agents. Importers of
Slavonic Religious and Literary Works.
Main Office : 604 Grant St., Pittshurg.
Branch: 25 Ave. A, Cor. 2d St., New York.

Cleveland, Ohio.

DLOUHY,

*

Pancakes and treason. On the day the aniversary of emperor
Francis Joseph the gendarmes of the city of Loun, Bohemia, secured
a number of seditious posters which were posted on street corners.
The authorities were notified at once and as a result a number of
domiciliary visits were made in Loun in order to ascertain the name of
the culprit. Among others the gendarmes visited the house of one
Mikulasek where they found a ladle and a coat smeared with a paste
like the one used on the revolutionary proclamations. In consequence
of this discovery Mikulasek was arrested. Arraigned, however, before
the examining magistrate he denied the charge most emphatically,
saying that he never heard of any revolutionary posters. The coat
and the ladle, he claimed, were smeared with dough from which his mo
ther,on the day in question, was making pan-cakes. The mayor of Loun
who was called in as a witness had to tell the examining magistrate all
about the Loun pan-cakes, how they were made, what material was
used in their preparation, etc. In the meantime the coat and the ladle
were sent to Prague to be chemically examined, and if the paste found
upon them should resemble the one that was used on the fatal posters
it is certain that the housewife will be sent to prison for making pan
cakes on the anniversary of the Austrian emperor.

NOYAK & STEISKAL,
VINCENT

*

Chicago Bohemians will be represented at the "Chicago Day" at the
Fair, October 9, by an allegorical float designated as "Taborites", or
"God's Warriors", a radical sect of the Hussites.

PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS OF

1568-70 Broadway.

*

An amusing story of the thoroughness of the press censorship in
Austria is told in a German newspaper. An editor, being at his wits'
end for a leading article, had the inspiration at the last moment to
print these lines: "After carefully perusing the leading article written
for the present number by one fo the ablest of our contributors we
have arrived at the conclusion that it may be misinterpreted by the
authorities and regarded as an attack upon the government. We our
selves consider it to be perfectly innocent, but as we are unwilling for
our readers' sake as well as for our own, to have our newspaper con
fiscated, we have very unwillingly, though as we think, prudently, re
solved to withdraw the article. This must serve as an apology to our
readers for the blank space in our present issue." Imagine the shock
with which he heard from his clerk next morning that the paper had
been confiscated by the police. "For what reason?" asked the aston
ished editor. "For malicious ridicule of the institutions of the Austrian
empire by the ommission of the leading article," replied the clerk.

ATTORNEY AND N OTARY, AMERIKANSKO S LOVENSKE NOVINY.
No. 87 Public Square, Room 6. Cleveland, O.
CAM1LLE WIESENBERGER,
D r y Goods, Notions, Gents' Furn
i s h i n g s , C a rp e t s , O i l C l o th s , E tc .
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Mortgage Bankers, Real Estate and Loans,
Insurance and Passage Agents. Mortgages for Sale.
Notaries Public. Collections of all kinds and
remittances to all parts of the World
promptly attended to at lowest
Current Rates.
Office, 675 Loomis Street.
CHICAGO.
Near Blue Island Avenue and W. 18th St.
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CHICACO ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PILSEN LUMBER CO.
WHOLESALE LUMBER.
Office and Docks, Cor. Eaflin and 33d St.
Write for Estimates.

CHICAGO

BOHEMIAN BREWING CO.,

F. KORBEL & BROS.
Of Sonoma County, Cal.
Eastern Depot: 40 La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Only Pure Wines of o ur own Vintage offered.

OMAHA, NEB.

FRANK J. KASPAR,

O F CHICAGO.

The Largest Bohemian Brewery in America.

All

"GENUINE BOHEMIAN LAGER,"
"PRAGUER," "GRANAT"
Address all orders to

AND

PlLSEN.

B O H E M I A N B R E W I N G C O. ,
684 to 706 B lue Island Ave.,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Pres.

Sorts of Buttons Manufactured.
Pearl Buttons

BREWERS OF THE HEALTHIEST
BEERS IN THE MARKET.

* BRANDS *

WI N E G R O W E R S

WESTERN BUTTON MANUFACTURING CO.

a

Specialty.

F. J. NEKARDA,

Attorney
andCounsellor at L aw.
99 Seventh St., N ew York City.
WESTERN TOWER CLOCK MFR.
J. BA KBOKRA, Prop.

Also the Largest Line of Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, Silverware and Musical
Instruments in the City .

Cvl. SIKYTA,

ManufacturesTower Clocks of Every Description.

K RESL & M ALLUE,

Dealer in

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

Manufacturers of

Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors

CIGAR MOLDS, PRESSES,
And all Cigar Maker's Supplies.

379 Fulton Street,

JOHN

CHICAGO, ILL.

PECHH,

Notary Public.

583 Center Ave.

CHICAGO.

F I N E H AVANA Q I G A R S

Established 1873.

JOHN

SI7VV7AN,

ART GLASS
C u t , G ro u n d a nd B e ve l e d G la s s .

Insurance and P assage A gent,

11 and 13 S. Canal St.

CHICAGO.

Designs Sent on Application.

328 "West 18th Street,
CHICACO,

-

ILLS.

Bohemian Importing Co.
117-119 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
—Wholesale Importers of—

B O H E M I A N AND R U S S I A N D R Y A N D F A N C Y
GOODS ENGLISH BE AVER S HAWLS
AND SM OKERS' AR TICLES.
V. W. HELDT.

J. J. LANGER.

Elegant New C ustom T ailor P arlors
were opened by

kulicez:,

At 583 W. 18th St.

CHICACO.

Special Attention Given to Uniforms. Clothing
Cleaned, Dyed and Repaired Promptly
at Moderate Prices.

NEW PRAGUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of

B R EW E R 'S PAT. IRO N W IND OWS ILL ,
Architectural Irons of every description. Exclusive
manufacturers of t he Patent Eureka Hand Cylin
der Press. General Foundry and Machine
Works, etc., etc.

NEW PRAGUE, MINN

LOUIS VITlK,
CANTON,

-

-

S OLE A GENT IN U. S.

M u s i c a l

vJ. WALES,
GALVANIZED IRON C ORNICES
Z i n c Or n a m e n t s a S p e c i a l i t y .
T i n a n d Sl a t e R o o f i n g .
518 Blue Island Ave.

CLE V EL AN D , O .
TYZEMAN,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
919 Chamber of Commerce,
CHICAGO, II/LS.
References: Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice U. S.
Gregory, Booth & Harlan, Lawyers, Chicago.

OHIO.

F OR

I n s t r u m e n t s .

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
If you want to Save Money,
buy all your

Jewelry

W.J.WI SA

Established 1869.

and Watches,

From reliable house of

CHICAGO.

St SON,

381 W. 18th St., Chicago, Ills.

FRANK KASPAR,

Write for Catalogue.

Proprietor of the

josepiTTEAVAI^

fTEW G^OCEHV

HOUSE,

537 Blue Island Ave. 043 Loom is St.
CHICAGO.

REAL ESTATE,
1530 So uth 13th Street,

Wholesale Dealer in

MICHIGAN AND CALIFORNIA WINES,

J. W . Z ERZAN,

Fine Brandies and Kentucky Whiskies.

Manufacturer of

American Elixir of Bitter Wine, Specially
recommended by prominent physicians.

395 to 401 W. 18th St.

OMAHA, NEB

Sole Agent for sale of Lots in several of the best
Additions to the City and South Omaha.
Property in all parts of the City
For Sale or Trade.

JOSEPH rTTVX

F L A GS ,

BANNERS,

CHICAGO.

BADGES,
HOIS,

U. S. Nat'l Bk Bldg,

Practical Plumber and Gas Fitter
SEWER BUILDER.
609 W. 31st St.

ANTON

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

V. E . C ER V EN Y & SO NS.
Established 1885.

JOSEPH

DR. JOS. SYKORA, M . D .
1449-1453 BROADWAY.

AND CIGAR CLIPPINGS.
Nos. 341 and 34 3 South 3nd Street,

B. F. PORGES.

European Office: Roudnic, Bohemia.

103.

Hi. J. F-A-XjID-A.,
MANUFACTURER O F

HICAGO.

Tel. Canal, 87.
JOS.

KRAL,

OMAHA, NEB.

pofcrofc ^apafcn printing Co.,
printing in Slifferent ^Languages.'

1211 S. I3tb St.

©maba, Web.

ERANK VODICKA,
FASHIONABLE M ERCHANT-TAILOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

313 South 13tli Street,

Hardware, C utlery an d S porting G oods

United States National Bank Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

"HOTEL PILSEN"

433 West 18th Street,

FRANK HOLASEK,

180-183 E. Washington St.
CHICAGO
2d Door West of 5th Avenue.

CHICAGO.

Real E state, L oans, Collections

MRS. F. A. DOERING,

Legal Business Promptly and Carefully Attended to.

Nicely Furnished Rooms and First-Class Table
Board. This hotel is newly refitted with
all Modern Improvements, and is
situated in the heart of City.
J. J. VOITA

PROPRIETORS

JACOB 6TAINER

Wills drawn and estates probated.

THE LEADING MILLINER.
378 Ontario St.

CLEVELAND, O.

Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention.

435 TE MPLE C OURT,
MINNEAPOLIS, MIN'N.

